
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (28) of the FSR FMG ’20- ‘21 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 9th of April 2020 

Location: Zoom 

Present FSR ’20-’21: 

 

Ruben de Groot, Emilie van der Heijden, Joshua Meijer, Pablo 

Mustienes, Robin Hellmich, Siddharth Jethwani, Pedro Gonzalez, 

Viktoriia Akhankova, Alessandro Ractlife.  

Absent FSR ’20-21: Joselyn Arevalo Moran, Johanna Lehr, Kaleem Ullah 

Minutes: Lieve Bastiaan 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action list  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1:  OV Topics 

9. Topic 2: OER Social Sciences Responses 

10. Topic 3: Election Debates 

11. Any other business 

12. Points for the CSR 

13. Points for the media 

14. Questions and closing  
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1. Opening  

Pedro opens the meeting at 14:05. 

 

2. Announcements  

Joselyn, Kaleem, and Johanna are unable to join the meeting. 

 

3. Setting the concept minutes of PV  

The minutes of the PV of April 2nd are set without changes.  

4. Action Points  

The action list is updated.  

Emilie joins the year report taskforce. 

 

5. Mail 

Viktoriia wants to know if Pedro, Pablo, and Ruben can make it to the Canvas meeting at 4 on 

Monday. 

 Any adjustments to the OER should be made before Monday.  

 The psychology chair of the PC sent Alessandro an email about the OER, but it came in 

after the deadline for the OERs.  

 

6. Updates  

Update blind grading 

Implementation will be studied in large scale exams. At POW they will leave it per course to 

decide if they will use blind grading. They want to run a pilot during the next academic year.  

 

Update Canvas 

The button itself cannot be implemented, a thing that can be done is make an announcement for 

a couple of days. There could also be a course, that could be as a resource page. The person 

responsible for Canvas argued that the resource page already fills this gap. The people from the 

UvA page they said the resource, page was only corona related, thus it does not fill this gap. 

The dean supports the implementation, her contacting them may help.  

 

Update buddy system 

The buddy system survey will be closed on Monday. The FV-FMG is positive about it.  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda is set without changes. 

 

8. Topic 1: OV Topics 

Joselyn and Alessandro want to present the student assistant file. 
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 Pablo would like to work of flex studying.  

 Since regulations seem to be loosening for education, this is a topic that should be kept 

in mind. 

210409-1; Emilie emails Agneta about the plans for on campus activities.  

9. Topic 2: OER Social Sciences Responses 

Pedro thought it was positive.  

 

10. Topic 3: Election Debates 

The CSR will hold a debate. The FSR FMG will do so as well.  

210409-2: All council members should email their respective contact persons to ask for the 

OER adaptations. 

 

11. Any other business 

The FSR FMG votes in favour of the budget for the transfer weekend.  

12. Points for the CSR 

No points. 

 

13. Points for the Media 

No points. 

 

14. Questions and Closing  

Pedro closes the meeting at 15:07 

 

Action list 

210409-1; Emilie emails Agneta about the plans for on campus activities. 

210409-2: All council members should email their respective contact persons to ask for the 

OER adaptations. 

210326-1: The council starts organizing mental health training for the program directors. 

210326-2: Everyone confirms availability for Harry Potter night 

210319-1: Everyone fills in their availability. 

210319-3: The council thinks about the memorial idea by Johanna. 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall be sent no 

later than 24 hours before the PV.    

160426-8: The AS / chair forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading 

Confidential.    

160915-1: PR maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed.    

161027-1: Everyone authorizes someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to 

the DB.    

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the CV’s.   

162112: If the FSR discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the 
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domain, it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC.    

170124-1: The AS answers every email that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it.    

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails.    

171013-7: Everyone puts updates of workgroups (that do not fall under one a certain 

committee) in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail.    

171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV.    

171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated.    

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB and Instagram posts.    

190212-7: All OC listeners ensure a good communication with the OC’s (requesting them to 

send minutes, advices, to transparent about issues in the programs).    

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to an OC meeting when 

needed. 

200901-1 Every expense above 50 euros should be brought up during the PV 

200915-1 The situation regarding the corona virus in relation to CoBo’s is revaluated. 

200901-2: The council discusses the availability of rooms again after the UvA announces 

their plans regarding on-campus activities.  

201212-1 The council discusses the promotion platform again when the timeline is clear. 

 


